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RIC Theatre presents -

'Sweeney Todd' - a bloody good musical
by George LaTour
Attend the tale of Sweeney Todd.
His skin \roS pale and his eye \roS odd.
He shaved the faces of gentlemen
Mo never thereafter were heard of again.

He calls himself Sweeney Todd. Says
he is a barber and wants to rent the room
above the shop of Mrs. Lovett - peddler
of "the worst meat pies in London." But
he once went by the name of Benjamin
Barker, until he wasfalsely convicted and
transported to a prison colony by the
dastardly Judge Turpin, for the lecherous
"man of law" coveted Barker's lovely
young wife. And now, 15 years later,
Todd wants his wife and child back.
From Mrs. Lovitt, Todd learns that his
wife is dead and his daughter, now grown
into a beautiful young woman, is held in
ruinous captivity as the ''ward" of the
beastly judge.
Swearing vengeance, Todd hatches a
plan: to lure, with the aid of Mrs. Lovett
and the simple-minded Tobias, the evil
judge and his cohorts to his barbershop.
Withhis "friend," the steel razor, Todd
will serve his new customers ... in more
ways than one. But. ..
What happened then - well, that's the
play.
And he wouldn't want us to give it
away.
Not Sweeney.
Not Sweeney Todd.
The Demon Barber of Fleet Street.

Rhode Island Collesr:eTheatre will
perform the Tony-Award-winning musical thriller as its traditional end-ofseason blast April 23-26 in Roberts Hall
auditorium. All performances begin at
8 p.m. except the Saturday and Sun.day
matinees at 2. (fhere is no performance Sunday night.) Reserved-seat tickets run from $7 to $10 with discounts
for senior citizens and students.
There have been at least seven versions

of Sweeney Todd since George DibdinPitt's original melodrama was first performed in 1847 at The Britannia,
London "bloodbath" theatre whose admirable ojective was to stun its audiences
with a holocaust of thrills, horrors and
shocks.
But even before this Sweeney Todd, the
legendary and mad barber was the hero of
a "penny dreadful" (one of the news
sheets sold on street comers in Victorian
days) and since then for more than a century in England he has become a household word.
"Sweeney Todd will get you if you
don't watch out" has been more than
enough to send countless thousands of recalcitrant children scurrying to finish
their porridge or to jump into bed on
time.
However, it is not only the children
who are haunted by Sweeney Todd. He is
the demon, the half-admitted shadowy
lodger, who lurks in the back of all our
minds. Not a barber to be trifled with.
The latest adaptation of this durable
story by Christopher Bond, an English ac-

'I'LL GIVE 'EM A SHAVE!' Sweeney Todd, as played by Christopher Schultz of Coventry, wields his razor wit'1 wrath as
Lovitt, played by Christine Perron of Pawtucket, looks on. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rawley)
tor, director and playwright, was performed at the _Theatre Royal, Stratford,
London, in 1973 and, being by far the
most expert and the most unnerving, is
the version on wbich this musical thriller
is based.
Music and lyrics are by Stephen
Sondheim, who has such hits to his credit
as Uest Side Story, Gypsy, A Little Light
Music and A Fwzny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forwn. The book is by
Hugh Wheeler, a novelist and playwright
who wrote books for A Little Night Music
and a production of Candide.

' A triumphant
occasion. More fun
than a graveyard on
the night of the
annual Skeletons'
Ball.'

Sondheim and Wheeler's Sweeney Todd
won eight Tony Awards, including the one
for Best Musical. It also took Best Musical award from the New York Drama
Critics' Circle in 1979.
RIC Theatre Prof. Raymond L. Picozzi
of Newport will direct.

A little knife music
"A little knife music" will be provided
by the RIC Orchestra under the direction
of Robert Elam, professor of music.
(continued on page 4)

Ed partnerships can lead the way to reform
by Cynthia W. DeMaio
The nation's deep desire for improvements in public education can be realized
once the realities of today's family life and
· the make-up of the student population are
recognized, says David E. Nelson, the
new Dean of the School of Education and
Human Development at Rhode Island
College (RIC).
Nelson came to RIC this semester from
Sagninaw Valley (MI) State University
where he held a similar position for five
years. During his professional career,
Nelson has been a classroom teacher, a
principal, a superintendent, and has
worked for the Kansas Board of Regents
directing and supervising the cooperative
doctoral program in education among
several Mid-Western institutions of higher
education.

A matter of primary importance in educational reform is school and college partnerships, Nelson says. He proposes that
RIC's School of Education and Human
Development consider establishing a
''professional
development
school''
(PDS). The PDS would provide more
field experience for aspiring teachers and
would enrich the skill of current teachers
on the elementary, secondary, and college levels.
A program of this type developed at
Washington University in St. Louis provides extensive field experience for students. For example, students spend
Monday through Thursday in elementary
and secondary schools and devote Friday
to formal course work on campus. Nelson
equates this type of training to that medi-

cal students receive, noting that students
"are next to and involved with patients
and doctors and receive immediate feedback.''
The proposed professional development
school could also "update and renew" the
skills of existing teachers in grades K-12,
Nelson says. 'Teachers in Rhode Island
are 'greying.' That is, many were trained
in the 1960s and 1970s. In the medical
field, you couldn't imagine going to a
doctor who doesn't regularly attend professional development seminars. But what
about teachers?' '
Nelson believes there is a desire among
elementary and secondary teachers for

(continued on page 8)
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Telephone registration begins
for summer and fall courses

Focus on the Faculty and Staff
Associate professor of counseling and educational
psychology, Murray H.
Finley, received :
the
National
Counselor
Educator Distinguished Service
Award for 1992 at
the annual convention luncheon for
counselor educators in Baltimore recently. Finley bacame eligible for this award
since he received the North Atlantic Regional Association for Counselor Educators and Supervisors
(NARACES)
Distinguished Professional Award for
counselor educators at its regional convention in October 1991 in New York.
Finley was cited for the award since he
has been past president of NARACES and
has served as president of the Massachusetts/Rhode
Island Association for
Counselor Educators and Supervisors .
(MA/RI/ACES) Chapter. He has served
several cycles on the national counseling
program standards review committee,
served as a member of the nNational accreditation committee and as regional accreditation committee chair. The national
parent association of ACES is the American Association for Counseling and Development. When the national convention
was held in Boston, Finley coordinated
the (ACES) Association for Counselor
Educators and Supervisors activities for
the convention. Locally, Finley has served on the Governor's Commission concerning licensure fpr mental health
providers and marriage and family thera.pists. This licensure was passed in July of
1987. Since 1990, Finley has served on
the board of the Narragnasett PACERS
which provides rehabilitative horseback
riding for physically and emotionally developmentally challenged children and
adults. Finley served as chair of the
Department of Counseling and Educational Psychology from 1980 to 1989.
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Peter S. Allen,
professor of anthropology, was
recently elected
vice president of
the
Modem
Greek
Studies
Association. The
Modem
Greek
Studies Association is an international professional society devoted to the
promotion of modem Greek studies in
universities and colleges around the
world. For the past two years, Allen had
been treasurer of the organization.
Frank Farinella, associate professor in
the Center for Industrial Technology, recently worked in collaboration with the
Organiz.ation and Human Resources Consulting Group of Coopers and Lybrand in
Lisbon, Portugal. During the week of
March 16, Farinella trained and certified
nine of Coopers and Lybrand's senior
management consultants in the theory and
use of the Organization Diagnostic
System (ODS). The ODS is an organiz.ation assessment tool that Farinella developed with Dr. Harold S. Resnik of Work
Systems Associates, Inc. of Marlborough,
Mass. Coppers and Lybrand in Lisbon
translated the ODS into Portuguese and
plans to use it in organiz.ation development projects in Portugal, Spain, and the
Portuguese-speaking countries of Africa
and South America. At the completion of
the consultant training program, Coopers
and Lybrand sponsored a business conference in Lisbon for a number of its major
clients. The conference addressed the
competitive challenges that Portuguese
business is facing in the emerging European and global markets. Farinella was a
featured speaker.

James

J.

Scanlan, M.D.,
director of student health, has
contributed
a
chapter
on
"Zoology, Biology and Natural
History" to Medieval Latin Studies: An Introduction and Bibliography, which is a textbook on medieval Latin edited by Dr.
Frank Mantello of the Greek and Latin
department at Catholic University. The
book is to be published by the Catholic '
University of America Press.

Telephone registration for summer and fall courses begins today at Rhode Island College. Here is a summary of important information and dates. Please consult the Summer/Fall Registration brochure for more information.
The telephone registration number is 401-456-8800. If calling from an on-campus
phone, merely dial 8800. Hours are Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Fridays from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. unless otherwise noted.

Summer Registration.
• Returning students will be scheduled
appointments from April 6 to April 27 for
summer course registration. Degree candidates are given priority over non-degree
students.
• Student new to the College may·register
by telephone beginning April 28.
• Registration ends by telephone on Friday, May 1 at 4 p.m.
• Students may drop courses until May

19.
• Registration will be in-person at the
Bursar's office beginning May 4. Payment of tuition and fees is required.
• Bills for summer session are payable
and due on May 18 for those students who
registered by telephone.
• Students with unemployment or senior
citizens waivers are eligible to register for
summer session one in person at the Bursar's Office on May 22 and for summer
session two on July 3.
• The add period does not extend beyond
the first two days of each summer session.
• The drop period extends until the middle of the course.
Fall Registration
Non-matriculated graduate students
• Non-matriculated graduate students
will register by phone by appointments
beginning Wednesday, Aug. 19 from noon
until 7 p.m.
• Bills will be sent on Monday, Aug. 24
for non-matriculated students. Payment is
due Tuesday, Sept. 1
• Add/drop registration will be held Aug.
31 to Sept. 4
• Telephone registration will be held
Sept. 8 to Oct. 30.
• Sept. 14 is the last drop day for tuition
refund.

Non-matriculated
undergraduate students
• Non-matriculated undergraduates will
register by phone by appointments beginning Thursday, Aug. 20 from 7 a.m. until
7 p.m., and Friday, Aug. 21 from 7 a.m.
until 4 p.m.
• Bills w1ll be sent on Monday, Aug. 24.
Payment is due Tuesday, Sept. I.
• Add/drop registration will be held Aug.
31 to Sept 3 (7 a.m. to 7 p.m.)
• Telephone registration will be held
Sept. 8 to Oct. 30.
• Sept. 14 is the last drop day for tuition
refund.

Fall Registration for
new students, seniors
or unemployment waivers
• In-person registration will be held at the
Student Union Ballroom from 9:30 a.m.
until 6:30 p.m. Full payment or a waiver
for tuition and fees is required at registration. .

First year
degree candidates
• Monday, July 6 through Thursday, July
24, orientation and telephone registration
will be held for these students.

Grants and
Contracts
The following project directors at
Rhode Island College have recently
received grant and contract awards: William Kavanaugh (Industrial Technology), from Rhode Island Workforce 2000, .
"Managing change: Skills for the
90s-Training Programs for Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths of America,
Inc.," $24,000; Robert Carey (CER- ·
RIC), from the Urban Collaborative Project, "UCAP Evaluation Services,"
$2,425; _and from foster-Glocester Public
Schools, "Foster-Glocester Needs Asessment," $3,000; and from the New England Institute of Technology, "New
England Institute of Technology Evaluation: Spring 92," $1,364.

Next issue of What's New.s
is Monday, April 20,
DEADLINE

for copy, photos, etc. is
noon, Friday, April 10.

Clyde Bellecourt, founder of the American Indian Movement and the man behina
the recent challange of racism in sports and the media during the 1992 Super Bowl
shows the significance of the Native American pipe during a recent lecture on
'
campus.
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' Too cantankerous' for others
RIC alum starls business for self
by Clare Eckert

e

Here's a guy who has done surgery on
a goose's eye, performed as a stand-up
comic at Periwinkle's in downtown Providence, and startec(a business in 1978 by
calling every person in the Providence
J oumal-Bulletin engagement section to
convince the@ that videotaping their wedding day would be a great idea. The problem with the proposal 14 years ago, he
says, was "nobody had a VCR or even
knew what a VCR was!''
But a challenge never stopped this 41year-old Rhode Island College alum, .
class of 1978, Jeffery B. Page, owner of
Channel 3 Video in Providence. He says
after calling "50 of them (engaged people), finally, someone said yes!" After
that first YEA .vote, Page was off and running with his business that - to this day
-remains the first of its kind and the
oldest in Rhode Island.
Page defines himself as a "nontraditional" person. He is a risk-taker and
a friend to any challenge. He likes to be
in control and commit himself to ''finishing one thing before I go on to the next.''
A decorated Vietnam veteran, Page
served in the U .S. Army as a radio operator assigned to the 44th Vietnamese
Ranger Battaliol!, before enrolling at RIC.
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Women's Center
Spring Concer~
TheWomen's Center is sponsoring a
Spdng Concert April 18 at 8 p.m . in the
Student Union ballroom. Boston recording artist caµeCurtis and special guest
· Laurie Goldsmith will be performing.
Tickets are $5 (in advance only) for students and $8 in advance for all others .
Tickets will be $10 at the door. For more
information, call 456-84 74 or 433-0560 .
Join us for an evening of mu sic!

Pa,gedefines himself as a
' non-troditional' person.
He is a risk-taker and a
friend to any challenge.
"I joined the Army for the adventure,"
he said. Freely talking about his tour in
Southeast Asia, Page - who admits to being a "street-smart kid" as a youth and
one who would rather explore the world
outside of school than in the confines of a
classroom - said the experience taught
him something about himself: " I found I
wanted to know more about other cultures.''
Once discharged, he knew college was
the place to satisfy his desire to learn
more about himself, others and the world
around him. Page chose to study political
science as an undergraduate. But once he
found the RIC television studio, he discovered he ''had a desire to create with
the c~era and through image-:making. ''
He graduated with a degree in political
science and communications.
From 1973 until 1'177, his bright young
man worked as a remote and studio technician, operating the cameras for the College's closed-circuit television classes,
and covering events on campus from
graduation ceremonies to SQOrtingevents.
"I got cable experience and broadcast
experience,'' · he said of his work-study
years at RIC. But what really "snagged
me into televsion was the video tape recorder (VTRC)," he said, explaining that
the VTRC allowed a cameraman to immediately review what he had shot. "I saw
the possibilities (opening up) in the field"
and he wanted to become a part of this
new industry.
·
Always the comic, Page said he decided
to start his own business because "I'm too
cantankerous to work for anybody. The
only one who could put up with me is
myself . . .to shift the focus a little bit here,
if I should win the Lottery and be able to
pay my bills . .. " he continues alternately
laughing and smiling.
Once a college grad, and during the
early years of the business, Page used his
home as his office and worked nights at
K-Martand Dutchland Farms to support
his family. He was successful through
hard work and perse verence, he says. "I
worked from 6 a.m. to 1:30 a.m."
Finally in the ear ly 1980s, business
began to pick up. People were beginning

Jeffery B. Page, owner of Channel 3 Video, sits in his "office" chair.

to buy VCRs and realize that videography
would offer them a new dimension. "A
videotape would never replace the wedding album ... , Page says, but it was becoming a very popular addition to taking
a stroll down memory lane once the big
day was past. "

Page seems to grab hold of life and all
it offers with a fist as tight as a boxer's.
Besides his professional work, he has
been involved with a variety of non-profit
organizations including the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, WarwickHistorical Soci-

With a resume that qualifies him to operate any TV studio
from concept development to scripting to lighting
and sound, and with freelance work for CNN, CBC, ABC,
Nightline, and NBC under his _belt, Page's goals are to
concentrate on documentaries and work as an
electronic field camera operator.
The Warwick resident hasn't had to hit
the engagement pages these days to }ceep
the business afloat. In fact, he doesn't
"do" weddings any longer.
With a resume thatqualifies him to O)r
erate any TV studio from concept development to scripting to lighting and sound,
and with freelance work for CNN , CBC,
ABC , Nightline, and NBC under his belt,
Page's goals are to concentrate on
documentar ies and work as an electroni c
field camera operator .
' Wh en you can serendip itously and secretly videotape someone at their_job ,"
he said, ''you can really get something out
of it. People at their work .... that's the
pinnacle of life."

ety and Caritas House. In addition, he is
currently a member of the executive
board of the RIC Alumni Association.
"I get involved because I got several second chances'' · in his life, Page says.
When pressed to answer questions about
his youth and what brought him to the
point of feeling strong obligations to give
back to society. Page says, "let's leave it
at this .. . .I was tatooed when I was
young. "
He's sky dived, flown airplanes, skeet
shooted, and is an avid scuba diver. But
the "ultimate rush," he says, would be to
be a U. S. Navy fighter pilot and "land on
.a nickle on a navy ship somewhere out in
the sea.''
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Nominations sought
for Rose Butler
Browne award
Nominations are being · sought from
members of the College community for
the annual Rose Butler Browne Award.
Deadline is April 15.
Candidates must be undergraduates
with at least 30 semester hours completed
toward a bachelor's degree and a gradepoint average of at least 2.0. Nominees
are expected to have completed 100 hours
of voluntary or paid service to a disadvantaged population during the preceding
year in a community agency or activity,
and to have demonstrated their leadership ·
potential.

Laurel Shepard, (left) associate director of the Community Mentoring Programs forthe Rhode Island Office of Higher Education's Children's Crusade, congratulates Catherine Bodell, coordinator of the Henry Barnard School After School Program, and
Joseph Costa, director of PEP, for their innovative, award-winning mentoring recruiting proposal at recognition ceremonies hel~
at the Edmund W. Flynn School in Providence. (Coordinator of Student Activities, Kristen King, not present, was also cited for
her work on the proposal.) Flynn School third-grader and a "crusader," Deidre Rippe, presented Costa and Bodell with a certificate of award.

TV news anchor Pam Watts to discuss
careers in communications
WLNE-TV 6 news anchor Pamela
Watts will address undergraduates on
"Career Paths in Mass Communications"
on Thursday, April 9, at 10 a.m. in the
Student Union ballroom.
Sponsored by College Films and Lectures, Miss Watts is invited by the communications and theatre department and
the Career Development Cent~r.

For further information, contact Sharon
Crum Mazyck in the Career Development
Center.

Film and Video Festival is April 23

Her topics will include career ladders
in communications, typical beginning
professional positions and access routes;
strategies for employment, and related
cupations to mass media; i.e. ·promotions,
sales. She will also discuss her own local
involvement, education, previous positions and a typical day for her as a news
anchor.

oc-

Bandpresent
RhodeIslandCollegeandTheAmerican

The award, established in 1976, honors
the late Dr. Browne, a 1919graduate of
the College who, during her lifetime,
demonstrated outstanding leadership in
professional and community affairs. The
award is funded by an endowment within
the Rhode Island College Foundation.

Rhode Island College Film and Video Festival will be held Thursday, April 23,
.
. . .
at 7:30 p.m. in Gaige Hall auditorium.
Anyone who lives, works or is a stuqent in Rhode Island 1s mv1ted to sub~1t
a video or film. There is no entry fee. The festival is free and open to the pubbc.
Since the festival is not a competition, no prires will be awarded, but videos
and films selected for inclusion in the festival wiJ.l be broadcast on one of the public access cable channels after the festival. The department also will issue a certificate of participation for .each video or film selected.
Entries are still being accepted. Forms for entry and entry rules may be obtained through the Department of Communications and Th~atre, Roo~ 2~,
Henry Barnard School Building on the RIC campus, or they will be sent via mall
if a stamped, self-addressed envelope is provided. Send mail to 1992 Film and
Video Festival, c/o Dr. E.J. Min, Department of Communications and Theatre,
Rhode Island College, Providence 02908.
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GEOGRAPHYWHIZ Sean Topp, 13, an eighth-grader at Davisville Middle School

is the winner in the fourth annual National Geography Bee's Rhode Island finals at

Rhode Island College March 27. This is the second year in a row he's captured the
title. As state winner, he'll go to Washingtonto compete in the finals. Offering congratulationsand an ~tlas to Sean is TonyPetrarcaof TV 12, who was master of c~
monies. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)

* SWEENEY

(continued from page 1)

Playing the, lead role of Sweeney Todd
will be Christopher E. Schultz of Coventry. Mrs. Lovitt will be portrayed by
Christine D. Perron of Pawtucket; Judge
Turpin by Terrence B. Shea of Providence, and Tobias Ragg by Donald T.
Sheehan of Pembroke, Mass.
Other cast members and their characters are Serena F. Swartz of Providence,
"Lydia"; Krishan P. Oberoi of Esmond,
"Beadle Bamford"; Diana S. Mcvey of
Greenville, "Johanna"; Michael J. Lamb
of North Scituate, "Anthony"; Anna

Kendrick of &hoboth, Mass., ''Millic~nt
Begonia"; Stephen D. DeCesare of
Johnston. "Antonio Pirelli" and Jennifer
L. Mudge of Providence, "beggar
woman."
An ensemble o( more than 20 cast and
chorus members will back up these
players.
Roberts box office is now open. Box office hours are Monday through Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 10 to 4 on Friday. For more information or tickets, call
456-8060.
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On top of the world...

Cappuccilli' s mountain climb for

' sake of a life'

by Clare Eckert
Peter A. Cappuccilli has climbed a lot
of mountains in his 44 years on this earth.
He weathered the stormy 1960s, made
peace with himself through the Viet Nam
War years, and went on to built a life for
his young family through the early 1970s.
But . the biggest "mountain'' faced by
the Rhode Island College alum, Class of
1991, was in the summer of 1977 when a
doctor told him he had kidney failure.
Cappuccilli was28 years old, making a
living as a shipfitter at Blount Marine in
his hometown of Warren, and was living
the American Dream, hoping to buy a
•home for his wife and son.
At first he refused to believe the doctors
and the diagnosis. But within three
weeks, Cappuccilli 's denials were all
over. From here on in, his life became
one long trek through revolving hospital
doors trying to deal with doctors, operations, experimental drugs, family destruction, self-denial of his illness, and more
physical and emotional trauma than he
could have ever imaged.
Feeling alone and disheartened before
his 30th birthday, Cappuccilli felt at the
"lowest point of my life.''

PETER CAPPUCCILLI
Cappuccilli went through two kidney
transplants - both of which were donated
organs from his brother, Michael, and
sister, Mary. The first transplant was
done in 1976. In just over six years, his
weakened body rejected the first kidney
transplant, and in so doing, began destroying the function of his hips. Eventually, both hip sockets had to be
replaced.
But in 1984, after 14 months of waiting
for the phone to ring to tell him to prepare
for a second operation because a kidney
had been donated "from someone who
had to die for me· to live,'' Cappuccilli
agreed to accept a Class A matched
kidney from his sister Mary.
"I haven't had a problem since," he
said, adding that the medication he takes

Peter A. Cappuccilli (left) kneels with his ''mushing" partner, Carl W. Brown and
two of his sled dogs. Behind him is the White Mountain Range of New Hampshire.

today is minimal compared to the drugs
he needed years ago just to survive. "I'm
on maintenance medication now.''
Cappuccilli' s gone through the highs of
life, having graduated from Mt. St.
Charles Academy as a National Merit
Scholar, organiz.ed his own band as a
youth, and is thankful to have lived long
enough to see his 21-year-old son grow into a man he is proud of. Now it's payback
time for Cappuccilli. The stakes are high,
but the rewards, he says, are even higher:
the life of another human being.
National Organ Donor Awareness Week
is scheduled from April 19 through 25. To
draw attention to the importance of the
week and to the Rhode Island Kidney
Foundation, Cappuccilli plans to climb to
the top of the highest mountain in the
American Northeast, Mt. Washington in
New Hampshire. And he plans to do it by
dog sled - a feat that is so dangerous it
hasn't been done for 60 years.
Carl W.Bown, who builts sleds in New
Hampshire for recreational use, and who
has become a friend of Cappuccilli' s, will
accompany him.
"If I can get one person to sign an organ donation card, then all this has been
worthwhile," Cappuccilli said.
Climbing the 6,288-foot mountain can
be treacherous for the most physically fit,
Brown said. "It hasn't been done in over ·
60 years. Florence Clarke (of New
Hampshire) was the last one to do it on
April 3, 1932. She injured herself on the
climb and ended up having frostbitten
lungs." The story goes that she died as a
result, according to Brown.
'The radical terrain of the mountain is
what's dangerous," Brown said, adding

Taft Institute seminar for teachers will
be held at RIC again this year
Robert A. Taft Institute of Government
Seminar for Teachers who want to learn
more about the processes of government
first-hand will be held at Rhode Island
College June 22-26, June 29-July 3.
National, state and local office holders
will attend and address the school teachers and others qualified to attend as will
representatives of the media, pollsters and
political consultants.
The 10 sessions will run from 3:30 to
9:30 p.m. with an introductory session on
June 1.
Application deadline is May 1 for elementary, secondary, English-as-a-Second

Language (ESL) or community college
teachers of history, government, civics or
other related social studies. Three graduate credits will be awarded. Fellowships
covering the cost of fees, tuition, books
and dinners are available.
For more information or to apply, contact Victor L. Profughi at the Department
of Political Science at RIC, Providence
02908-1991 or call 456-8056.
The Taft Institute is the nation's leading
non-profit, non-partisan organization that
is committed to helping teachers and,
through them, their students, understand
two-party politics and constitutionalism.

that there is over 4,600 feet in eight miles
that are extremely steep. "I'm more
afraid of the trip down than the trip up,"
he said.
Cappucilli met Brown in February
through mutual friends. The Rhode Islander had been hiking Mt. Washington
for a couple of weeks and was staying
with Brown's neighbor .
"I mentioned (to the group) that I was
considering trying to go up Mt. Washington with my dogs, " Brown said. "Ju st
before Peter was going to leave (New
Hampshire) he came over and asked how
I'd like to do it for the Kidney Foundation."
The two will be taking Brown's eight
Siberian Huskies, emergency equipment,
sleeping bags, food, and other necessary
items when they leave. They expect to
"mush" (the word used to describe dog
. sledding) before April 19, but "the window of opportunity is pretty narrow'' because of the weather conditions on Mt.
Washington.
"It can go anywhere from 35 degrees
and sunny with light winds to below z.ero
temperatures with gusting winds and visibility under 10 feet from one day to the
next," Brown explained. "The weather
changes rapidly" so the two are watching
weather conditions on a day-to-day basis.
Brown gives a lot of credit to Cappuccilli for even hiking through the mountain
with two hip transplants and other medical problems. He's extremely pleased to
be a part of this endeavor. "I'm really
looking forward to it," he said, ''with just
a little trepidation.''

Another person excited about the project is William R. Molloy, executive director of the state Kidney Foundation and
chair of the Rhode Island Organ Donor
Awareness Committee.
Molloy, who graduated from RIC in
1975 with a bachelor's degree in psychology and social work and in 1983 with an
MSW, also had a kidney transplant seven
years ago after six and a half years on dialysis.
'To see Peter accomplish things and to
know the challenges he has overcome," ... Molloy said the Foundation is
very supportive and "anyway we can help
him, we will.''
He said that making the public aware of
the importance of considering donating
organs is important. "I got a second
chance at life,'' Molloy said.
· The Foundation has given financial aid
to Cappuccilli to help defray costs of the
expedition. But to the self-proclaimed environmentalist it has given much more.
"Kidney transplants are not cures, they
are only treatments. Support and
understanding from people who have
gone through the same things is the most
important thing,'' Cappuccilli said.
Molloy, who is a school social worker
in the Cranston system, said, 'Without
question, there are over 100 Rhode Islanders who are waiting for organs to survive.'' He said about 90 percent are in
need of kidneys.

Because of the work of Foundation
members like Cappuccilli, the New England Organ Bank, and the local committee
for organ donations, Molloy hopes more
families will begin to discuss the issue of
donating organs.
,Cappuccilli explained that "the organ
pool in the country is decreasing because
of AIDS. My only focus is to draw attention to the week. " He said, "You tell me
what that is worth.''
To donate tax-deductable funds to support the Cappuccilli climb or to receive
more information about organ donations
or the Kidney Foundation, write to the
Foundation, 1663 Cranston St., Cranston,
02920 or call 944-7272.

Rhode Island College History Symposium

Another look at Columbus' discovery
The annual Rhode Island College
History Symposium will take another
look at Christopher Columbus' discovery
of the New World when it continues its
study of ''Columbus 1492 - Unanticipated Consequences'' on Thursday,
April 16, at 2 p.m. in Gaige Hall auditorium .
Profs. Francis Jennings of the
Newberry Library in Chicago and Cornelius Jaenen of the University of Ottawa
will be the discussants.
The symposia commemorate
the
quincentennial voyage of Columbus to the
New World and identify the "unanti-

cipated consequences" to native peoples
emerging from the European-Indian encounter. Multi-disciplinal in theme, the
series features historians and anthropologists who take a revisionist approach to
the fateful 1492 voyage.
The symposia serve as the culmination
of a two-semester panel and lecture series
on issues of religion, slavery, ecological
change, and the Native American protest.
The symposium is free and open to the
public.
For more information, contact Norman
R. Pyle, associate professor of history, at
456-8039.
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On the job with . ••
Gordon Rowley
knocks your socks off and tickles
He's the Office of News and Publications' Dudley Moore look-like with a sense of humor that
cry.
you
till
laugh
you'll
your funnybone so much that
have missed his true calling
RIC photographer and Class of 1964 alum, Gordon Rowley, is one-of-a-kind! Although he may
nt world's loss and
entertainme
the
been
has
so
or
years
13
as a stand-up comic, Rowley's presence at the College over the last
the College's gain.
photographs per year that he
He is intense and always busy. Nevermind the hours he devotes to the College taking over 600
away - second by second
clicking
is
mind
Rowley's
bet
can
you
shoots, develops, catagorizes, prints, sizes, and worries over,
artwork, his new home
his
,
coursework
master's
his
plans,
writing
travel
his
livestock,
his
farm,
his
like
- on his other loves,
computer, his family, and his friends.
s, and as a freelance
Rowley, who worked for the Providence Journal Bulletin photog department, the Observer Newspaper
remember.
to
cares
he
than
years
the
over
pictures
grin"
and
"grip
more
taken
has
er,
writer and photograph
with."
His friend and colleague, George LaTour, reporter for What's Nel/l/S,says, "he's a joy to work
life" in general leads to "some
about
"enthusiam
his
says
LaTour
but
him,
in
minstrel
wandering
a
of
touch
a
have
may
Rowley
of the best story ideas I've had."
assignments, you can probably
If Rowley isn't on or off campus taking pictures for the next edition of What's News or other
oven.
microwave
office's
the
around
hovering
find him
each day, Rowley has been
The SO-year old man loves to eat! Even though he carries a "nutritious lunch" to work from home
and go out for "lunch" at
muffin,
g
mid-mornin
a
for
bar
snack
campus
the
to
walk
known to eat that as a breakfast appetizer,
some point during the day. Topping off his daily diet is usually an apple for the afternoon.
him to describe to prospective
He's a great historian and a world traveler. Rowley's photographic and writing abilities have led
Egypt.
and
China
Japan,
including
locations
vacation
favorite
most
travellers, some of the world's
them find homes, secure
His interest in some of the foreign students at RIC goes beyond the call of duty. Rowley has helped
the job is done right!}
sure
make
to
him
with
goes
he
it,
do
jobs, and even register cars. (He doesn't just tell them how to
these pages. When this
on
pictures
the
of
all
taking
for
responsible
is
His latest friend is Soviet-born, Albert Tavakalov, who
he pointed to his
recently,
going
was
ng
picture-taki
the
how
ask
to
Hall
Roberts
of
hallway
the
in
Tavakalow
reporter stopped
he understands
talk,
can
"Gordon
said,
and
s,
Publication
and
News
of
friend Rowley, who was walking towards us from the Office
me."

Photos by
Albert Tavakalov
Textby
Clare Eckert

Gordon Rowley and Charles AIisworth, gra phics coordinator,
look over some recent prints.

. . .All in a day's work
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Faculty and staff coordinate
school community service programs
"It was like a round-robin with people
discussing the work of their agency and
faculty talking about our students," -Hunt
said, adding that she had already received
an excellent response from faculty interesting in participating in the meeting.
A third meeting which will include students is scheduled for the fall.
The outcome of the project is to "put
firm building blocks in place,'' Hunt
said.
Participating faculty included Olga
Juzyn-Amestoy, modern languages, Jules
Cohen, Jane Pryzbyla, and Marily_n
Weston, economics and management,
Robert Cvornyek, history, Rachel Filinson, gerontology, Kay Israel, communications and Duncan White, psychology.
Community service agencies represented were Traveler's Aid, Gray Panthers, Women's Center of RI, Parents for
Progress, Amos House, South Providence Neighborhood Ministries, Big
Brothers of RI, George Wiley Center and
the John Hope Settlement House.

Members of the Rhode Island College
faculty and staff, along with representatives from local non-profit organizations
have begun working together to solidify
commitments to one another and to work
on future goals for student involvement in
the community.
Although the College has been involved
with non-profit organizations in the past,
Phyllis Hunt, coordinator of Student Employment Services, said the most recent
information sessions organized through
her office have been held "to lay the
groundwork for community service programs for RIC students. ''
Hunt said, 'We want to pull in as many
lines as we can to get the students hooked
on community work in whatever way we
can.''
On March 11,an organizational meeting
was held with members of the faculty and
representatives from the non-profit sector
in Rhode Island. ''The dynamics were
great," she said.

Alicia Seavey, Oeft) representing the South Providence Neighborhood Ministries,
"brainstorms" with Jules Cohen (center) of the RIC economics and management
department, and Richard Bidwell of the Gray Panthers, at a meeting organized by
for students.
the Career Development Office.to discuss community service prog~

* NELSON

(continued from page 1)

professional development and feels RIC
can provide some of that training. In a recent proposal to the RIC education faculty, he suggests that RIC's Professional
Development School might work with the
Henry Barnard School and/or with
schools in the City of Providence.
Moving RIC faculty into public schools
would be another function of the PDS.
Nelson notes that faculty at RIC is unusual in that many instructors are ''quite
close to K-12 education." However, he
says that "in general, faculty in higher education become somewhat detached from
the classroom environment. I would encourage our faculty to get into the classroom as often as possible. In fact, I plan
to do some teaching at Henry Barnard."
Another key element to educational
reform is recruiting more minority students to the teaching profession, the Dean
says. As stated in the Carnegie Report, A
Nation Prepared: Teachers for the 21st
Century (1986), the demographics of students are changing as we enter the 21st
Century, yet there is an acute need for minority teachers.
"Currently, fewer than 6% of the students going into education are from minority groups,'' Nelson says. Part of the
trend is due to the fact that these individuals are pursuing careers in more lucrative
fields. However, with the help of a mentorship program, Nelson believes this situation can be changed.
'We can start recruiting minority students in Junior High. We can form clubs
that meet weekly. Once a month students
can visit campus, where they can improve
their self-concept and learn what it takes
to get into college," Nelson said.
Nelson says that money, both public
and private, is available to fund such a
program. He points to a bill proposed by
state Rep. Robert S. Tucke~I}rWest Warwick, which is currently qiJ.the house
floor, H-8588. This legislation would establish scholarships for minority youth.
He also says large companies such as
Xerox are a concerned about education
and actively contribute to educational
programs.
Another method of encouraging minority youth to become teachers is through
peer teaching. Nelson explains: ''There's
an old adage that the best way to learn
something is to teach it. If you have a
brawny seventh grader who is assigned to
help a third grader with reading, you can
be darned sure that the seventh grader
will learn the lesson inside out, even if he
has difficulties with the subject himself.
No student wants to look bad in front of
others." Nelson notes that this experience benefits the seventh grader, and it
also gives the youngster someone to look
up to.

David A. Nelson, dean of the School of Education and Human Development, stands at the entrance of his new office.
Dealing with the cultural diversity of
the country's students is a third consideration for educators, Nelson says. "By the
year 2000 about one-third of the students
in grades K-12 will be 'culturally diverse.'
That is not to say that they will all be of
'minority' status. Rather, they will be
from other countries where English is not
the first language. They will have culture,
heritage and traditions that are not the
same as 'mainstream America.''
Nelson says that many of today's
schools are not set up to deal with cultural
diversity. He gives the example: 'What if
you were teaching a seventh grade biology
class of twenty- plus students and three
members of your class spoke only Spanish? You would be expected to educate all
students, but how would you do it?"
This is not an unusual scenario. Nelson
says that while he was assistant superintendent for instructional service in the
Houston (Sheldon) schools in Texas, the
students in this district spoke a total of 125
different languages and dialects.
Currently, fewer than 10% of U.S.
teachers have language proficiency in a
second language, Nelson says. Part of the
solution is to expose children to languages
earlier in school. 'There needs to be
more language taught in earlier grades
and a higher level of proficiency required," Nelson said.

At the college level, Nelson proposes
Another strong influence on today's
giving teaching students ESL training - youth is mass communications and elec(English as a Second Language). This
tronic technology. While technology
training would include formal instruction
makes it hard for a teacher to hold a class'
and field experience. Nelson says he
interest if she is only equipped with a
plans to explore this program with the
piece of chalk, technology can also work
Providence school system.
in the teacher's favor if she has access to
it in the classroom.
Language is not the only difference between students and their teachers. The
'We're in a world of high tech and
U.S. is a much changed country from
teachers need to be aware of what is
what it was several decades ago, Nelson
available," Nelson said. He believes TVs,
notes in a book entitled The University
computers and other electronic equipment
and Teacher Education. 'The environbelong in the classroom. "For example,
ment of children and their families has
word processing can be introduced in elechange dramatically during the twentieth
mentary school to teach writing," Nelson
century. Nowhere is the change more drasaid.
matic than in urban areas," Nelson states
in the book.
High tech devices can also offer curricNelson notes that a majority of new
ulum to students in remote rural areas
jobs will be in urban schools. Growing ·
where there is little demand for some subpopulation rates in cities and low teacher
jects. Nelson gives an example from his
turnover in suburbs accounts for this
home state of Michigan. In the mral area
trend. While most teachers are from
of Huron County, MI, there may be only
middle-class backgrounds, the youth they
150 students in one high school. Until
teach in urban areas often live in poverty.
now, physics would not be offered if only
To prepare new teachers to deal with t<r
a handful of students wanted to take it.
day's troubled youth, Nelson is considerBut through the use of "interactive teching establishing a ''Health and Wellness''
.nology,'' students can take classes and do
course at RIC. This course would help · labs using advanced computer software,
future teachers understand the despair of
Nelson says. "Our students at RIC need
children living with poverty, homelessto be exposed to this technology. The
ness, alcoholism, abuse and hunger, he
world ·changes and we can't do things in
says.
the same w.zy," Nelson said.
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RIC alumna Paula Ewin on theater in New York -

' Always the chance to become a star'
by George LaTour
The trade paper is Back Stage.
The headline is simply: Paula Ewin,
Actress.
The writer, Ben Alexander in the column " Back Stage Bets On ... ," names the
Rhode Island College graduate, Class of
78 , as "one who's really going to make
it' ' in show business, and one on whom
he is, therefore, placing his bet.
Ewin, a native of West Warwick, now
resides permanently in New York City
where she and four fellow actors founded
the 29th Street Repertory Theater in 1988,
and, who, at this writing, is performing in
that group's play, Blue Window by Craig
Lucas.
Rea,ched one day last week via telephone in her Manhattan apartment, Ewin
greeted the caller wi.th what seem~d a truly marvelous voice.
You KNEW you were listening to one
who has used her voice professionally for
some time. No Rhode Island nasal tones
or pronounced "Rs" where there are
none. No trace of any accent whatsoever
- just finely articulated and smoothflowing speech.
One had to resist listening to the sound
and concentrate on the content or risk
having to keep saying, "Oh. I'm sorry.
What were yC>usaying?''
Ewin explained she had just stepped out
of the shower after having gotten some
sleep, and could chat for awhile.

Some of the theater productions in
which she performed, in addition to the
annual summer RIC Cabaret, were Present Tense, The Bobbitt and A Taste of
Honey in 1977 for which she was
nominated for the Irene Ryan Award for
best acting in the American College
Theatre Festival..

Didn't know I had

'We actually did it in New York!" in
St. Peter's Church, relates Ewin, who
had had the thought of moving to The Big
Apple, mecca for theater actors, for some
time.

At age. 17, Ewin had graduated from
West Warwick High School and left home
for Kings College in Wtlkes-Barre, Pa.,
where she got "in theater right away."
As she tells it, two of her teachers
wanted to cast her in the role of Miranda
in The Temptest but, instead, "told me to
go home and lose my accent.''
"I didn't know I had one!" Ewin
recalls with a chuckle.
"I had to become .conscious of it,'' she
says; and, over a period of years of
"studying quite a bit'' and using her voice
professionally in readings, acting and singing, she's gotten to the point where "I
don't think (now) I could play a part that
called for a Rhode Island accent. I
blocked it out."

Played night clubs
After her graduation from RIC, Ewin
spent two years in Providence "working a
lot in theater, singing duo in night clubs
in Providence and Newport, and doing
voice-overs (the narration in radio or TV
commercials)
in
Providence
and
Boston.''

In 1979, s4e did a one-woman show,
Cora Fry, which was directed by a friend,
Pam Messore, also a RIC grad, who now

works at Trinity Rep in Providence.
The show was based on the poetry of
New Hamsphire writer Rosellen Brown
and concerned the character of Cora Fry,
a married woman in her late 30s, who felt
trapped by her environment. Invited to
Brown's home for a private performance,
the poet credited Ewin with making the
character "come alive" for her.
Ewin and Messore brought the show to
various sites, and then...

She made the move the next year.
Helping her to get relocated were
friends from the two colleges she had attended.
They . told ,her
which
neighborhoods to avoid and which trade
papers. to buy.

Hot on RIC
After two years at Kings College where
she experienced "some good acting and
speech classes" and "a real sense of
everyone puiling together to do a production," Ewin returned home to hedamily, .
her father and mother, Leon and Lorraine
(Potvin) Ewin, and older brother, Gary.

She took a year off before deciding to
apply to Rhode Island College for continued studies in theater.
"My parents we're the _one's really hot
on RIC," she testifies. "After all, it's affordable.'' ·She now realizes, she says,
that "RJ:C was a very, very good choice
for me."
Having all her credits accepted but one,
as a transfer student, Ewin began her studies as a junior at RIC.
With two years of theater studies
already under her belt, Ewin felt some
sense of confidence in her acting abilities
which, she says, proved to be just great
because "RIC exuded confidence."
This confidence stemmed from a program that offered a budding actress many
opportunities to perform, and faculty like
Profs. P. W. Hutchinson of Esmond and
Elaine Perry of Cranston whom, Ewin
says, ''are great at pushing_you to think.' '
"At that point," she says, referring to
her days at RIC, "I was able to apply
what I had learned." RIC provided "a
chance for me to get out of the classroom
and DO! I went from show to show.''

PAULAEWIN
(Photo by Michelle Hannay)

Then, she had a series of successful auditions.
"I was very fortunate. The first open
call that I went to, I got cast,'' she recalls.
During her first few years in New York
City she continued her formal training at
HB Studios, with Michael Graves privately, and at the William Esper Studio. She
joined Actors Equity Association, the
Screen Actors Guild and the American
Federation of Television and Radio
Artists.
She was off and running!
With the exception of a period in the
fall-winter of 1981-82, Ewin has remained
pretty much in New York City.
But in '81-'82 she came. back to West
Warwick to work again with Messore on
a play for the Looking Glass Theater entitled Tuesday 's Child, which concerned a

GETTING THE POINT as Lydia in the Off-Broadway production of 'Necktie
Breakf ast' is RIC alum Paula Ewin . Playwright Bill Nave wrote the part especially
for her and a New York columni st wrote Ewin 'exu ded the whole range of (acting) ·
elements ... a truly accomplished stage artist.' (Photo by Philip Wong)

boy with physical disabilities. Ewin's
brother, Gary, is disabled. She wrote and
directed the play.
Tuesday's Chil.d toured New England
and was cited by the New England Theater Conference as one of the best plays
that year, reports Ewin.
While Ewin "loves Rhode Island - especially the beaches," she returned to
New York to pursue her career.
. And, pursue it, she did!
She appeared in TV s The Guiding
Light and All My Chil.dren, the drama
"Other Realities" for National Public
Radio and any number of theater productions both Off Broadway and Off-Off
Broadway.

Since the founding of the 29th Street
Rep with four ''very different people
coming from very different backgrounds," Ewin has acted in nine of its
productions and directed three.
''All too often the contemporary theater
scene is safe, staid and predictable,"
notes a 29th Street Rep theater program.
Consequently, it chooses its plays ' 'for
their fiery vitality and thought-provoking
topics, be they revivals or world premieres."
Like a big family
" It's great,'' she says of life in the ensemble company.
' We're like a big family. It's a great
thing to see· each individual in this company grow. Anybody's success in this
company benefits the company. ''
" At the same time," she continues, "if
somebody has something bad happen,
gets a bad review or any kind of disappointment, there's a support network
there. We're all in this together."
Concerning the ensemble's opening
nights, Ewin says " there's j ust a terrific
feeling. We look at each other and we say,
We did it again' !"

Describing the feeling of being on
. stage, she says, '' All the homework that
you've done, you forget; you get on a
rollercoaster, and you go on a ride. That
ride is scary, it's thrilling, it's dangerous
- at any moment something could hap. pen - but you know you're alive. I don't
know any actor who would disagree with
me on this," she says.
''That's why you put up with everything. It's a thrill to be up there.''
Down the road
What's down the road for her?
"I would very much like to explore the
possibilities of film. I would love that opportunity ," she says.
Ewin points out she's done "a lot of industrial (e.g., corporate training) films"
and " been all over the country in the last
three or four years'' doing them, but says
she has to admit "I honestly think I'm
more of a theater person."
She'd love the chance to act on Broadway.
.
Her ambitions are flexible, though.
"Sometimes opportunities come up in
areas that you don't expect them to, and
you have to keep yourself open. I think
I'm like every actor. We all want to make
a living at what we love; we all want
recognition; we all want to grow and·be
the best we can be.
''There's always the chance to become
a star, to make millions," says Ewm,
"but you can't count on it."
She says she'd ''never discourage
anyone" but would "certainly recommend they be prepared for the difficulties,
the rejection. You have to take risks. The
highs are very high and the lows are very
low."
From all indications, RIC's Paula Ewin
is making it just fme in New York. And,
as the song says, " If you can make it in
New York, you can make it anywhere!"
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Writing Rhode Island, part of Rhode Island College's 1992 Spring Celebration of
the Arts, celebrates Rhode Island's contemporary writers in a series of readings and
a panel.-The celebration runs from April 6 through April 30. All of the participants
are either native Rhode Islanders or writers who have used the landscape of Rhode
Island extensively in their work.

April6
8 p.m., Student Union Ballroom

John Casey, novelist

and winner of National Book award
for Spartina, reads from his ~rk-An American Romance,
Testimony and Demeanor, Spartina.

Ann Hood

April 15

.

8 p.m., Faculty Center

Ann Rood, novelist and native of West Warwick, reads from her work-Somewhere
off the Coast of Maine, Waiting to Vanish, Three Legged Horse, Something Blue.

Sinfonia Camerata chamber orchestra
in recital here April 15th
Sinfonia Camerata chamber orchestra,
made up from performers in the Brown
University community, will perform in
recital in Rhode Island College's Chamber Music Series Wednesday, April 15, at
1 p.m. in Roberts Hall 138 (recital chamber).
The program will include Beethoven's
"Prelude and Fugue in C Mi;tjor," Bach's
"Concerto in A Minor for Violin" with
soloist Calvin Lee, Max Bruch's "Kol
Nidrei for Cello and Orchestra, Opus 47''
with soloist Ian Meng, and Gustav Holst's
"St. Paul's Suite."
Formed in 1989, the Sinfonia Camerata
(12-to-20 members) has performed numerous concerts from the works of
Vivaldi, Bach and Mozart to Gershwin
and Stravinsky.
Daniel Harp is the conductor and music
director. He studied at the Juilliard
School of Music, the Sandpoint Conductor's Symposium and the Dartmouth Conducting Institute. He has been music
director of the Cincinnati TwentiethCentury Chamber Players.
This summer, he will conduct Mozart's
opera LaFinta Giardiniera at the Lyric
Opera Cleveland.
Violinist Lee is a winner of the Brown
Symphony Orchestra's Concerto Competition
and
has
performed
the

DANIEL HARP
Tchaikowsky Violin Concerto with the
Rockland Suburban Symphony, among
other solo engagements.
Cellist Meng has performed with the
San Francisco Youth $ymphony and is
currently principal cellist of the Brown
Symphony Orchestra.

Annual Spanish play is April 30-May 3

April 22
1 p.m., Faculty Center
Readers' Theater Production. Writing Rhode Island: A
compilation from the works of John Casey, Ann Rood,
Geoffrey Wolff and Galway Kinnell, directed by Elaine
Perry.
Galway Kinnell

Harmoniemusik provides 'Musik for the
Royal Court' April 8th at RIC

April 22
8 p.m., Providence Public Library Auditorium
Galway Kinnell, poet and winner of the Pulitzer Prize,
reads from his work-Body Rags, The Book of Nightmares,
Mortal Acts, Mortal Ubrds, When One Has Lived A Long
Tune Alone.

..

Casi Un Cuento de Hadas (Almost a Fairytale) by 20th Century Spanish playwright
Antonio Boero Vallejo will be staged by the Spanish Theatre of Rhode Island College
(STRIC) April 30-May 3 in Gaige Hall auditorium.
Directed by M. Francis Taylor, associate professor of modem languages, the play
- performed in Spanish - concerns twin princesses, one beautiful but awkward, the
other ugly but intelligent and their reactions to an ugly, hunchbacked prince they meet.
The play will be performed for high-school students and the RIC community on
Thursday, April 30, at 9 a.m., and for the RIC and Hispanic communities on Saturday,
May 2, at 8 p.m. and Sunday, May 3, at 3 p.m. Tickets are $3 if purchased in advance
through the secretary at the Department of Modem Languages in Craig- Lee Hall 139,
or $4 at the door (still $3 for RIC students with I.D.).
Players are Isabel Diaz, Jose Luis Valdera, Walter Sotelo and Thomas Gentile, all
from Providence; Greg Grant, Barrington; Irene Rupert and Christopher Petrarca,
Cranston; Anna Mieles and Yosmina Interiano, Pawtucket; Climaco Guzman, Central
Falls, and Nicole Lore, New York.
The play is being sponsored by the modem languages department, the International
Society and the Performing and Fine Arts Commission.

Jeffrey Green

April 28

7:30 p.m., Cranston Public Library
Daniel ~ Rose, novelist and short story writer and Jeffrey Green, poet, read
from thetr work-Rose-Flipping for It, Small Fmnily with Rooster. Green-To the
Left of the Ubrshif!per.

April 29
8 p.m., Faculty Center

Jean McGarry, novelist and native of Providence, reads
from her work-Airs of Providence, The J:1!r;y
Rich Hours,
The Courage of Girls.

Jean McGarry

April 30
2 p.m., Faculty Center
Imaging the Landscape, a panel on writing in Rhode Island. Panelists are Elliot
Krieger. editor of Providence Journal's The Magaz,ine;John Roche, RIC associate
professor of English; Jean McGarry, novelist and faculty member of Johns Hopkins University; Ann Hood, novelist and faculty member of New York University;
and Geoffrey Wolff, novelist and essayist-Providence, Duke of Deception, Final
Club.

Harmoniemusik, a chamber wind ensemble with two oboes, two clarinets, two
horns, two bassoons and contrabass
(modelled after those employed by the
courts of Emperior Joseph II and Prince
Alois von Liechtenstein in Austria), will
present "Musik for the Royal Court" at
Rhode Island College's Chamber Music
Series Wednesday, April 8, at 1 p.m. in
Roberts Hall 138 (recital chamber).
Such ensembles were generally known
as "harmonies" and were an important
part of European musical life from · 1780
to 1840.
·
The musicians were the finest available.
Frequent concerts offered a wide range of
music for the pleasure and edification of
the aristocracy. Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Triebensee, Gryowetz, von Weber,
Donizetti and Myslivecek, among many
other composers, wrote works for · the
medium, many of which have survived in
the libraries of Vienna and other European cities.
The Harmoniemusik program, under
the artistic direction of Prof. Willis
Traphagan of the University of Massachusetts Lowell College of Fine Arts, will offer Carl Maria von Weber's "Overture to
Euryranthe" (opera, 1823), an anonymous work entitled "Concerto for Bb
Clarinet and Harmonie" (circa 17901820), and Franz Krommer's "Partita in
F, Opus 57'' (circa 1788).
Prof. David Martins of the UMass
Lowell College of Fine Arts will be clarinet soloist for "Concerto for Bb Clarinet
and Harmonie."
Members of Harmoniemusik
are
Kathryn Fields DiCola, principal oboe;

WILLIS TRAPRAGAN
Thomas Fetters, oboe; David Martins,
principal clariRet; Maureen Amaral, clarinet; Ellen Michaud Martins, principal
horn; Nancy-Lee Mauger, horn; Judith
Bedford, principal bassoon; Margaret
Phillips, bassoon, and Mark S. Henry,
principal bass.
All the principal players are faculty
members at the Lowell College of Fine
Arts.

The recital is free and open to the pulr
lie. For more information, call John
Pellegrino, series coordinator, at the RIC
music department at 456-8244.
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Contributions to
The Ridgway F. Shinn, Jr.
Study Abroad Fund
Rhode Island College Foundation
to Dec. 31, 1991

RHO DE ISJ.AND
Deai;

FrJ.ends

CO LL EGE

:

A -few wee\<s ago,
l was on the RIC c;:&mpu;s s:nd heard :
"Hey! Dr , ShinrtJ f" . I € "'"s
Greg Grant,
can in:l. c ial
recipient:
of the St\:l!ly Abroad
Fund,
who had jU$t returned
from a calendar
year
in Ch i le . '.(ou can imagine
the delight;
I had in t;;,.lldng
with
him about
his experiences!
l
'
During
Abroad

1991, 111any important

things

happened

with

the

RidgWay

F.

Shinn,

Jr.

, Study

Fund:

The Fund, obviou:;J.y,
is achieving
j,ts purpose
since
four undergraduates
have b 'i!en
assist:ed
in study
(Swit:ze.rland
, Chile,
Rrita,1.n 1 and France)
.
E.a:ch o ff e red a
distincti-ve,J.y
different
proposal.
The
A-wards
Co~it:tee
hu
just:
:made
recommendat:ions
on awarde .es for 1992 - 199-3. It's
wonderful.
t:o see t:his hap-pening!
The Fund is gtowj,ng
in support
with nearly
a hundred
additional
per:-sons
joining
in 111aking gifts
, so about: 450 -pe:);'sonsc and gro1,1ps at'e partici-pancs.
S·up,-porters
represent
a wide a rtd diver,se.
group!
I ' lllll thrill,e
.d to have
.so many per.sons
interes
t ed in th i s Furtd.
The

Fund

is

gaining

in

resources

w;l.th

:,ome major

increases

in

1991 relat:ed

to

•

The Bene flt
performance
of "Pippin"
by RIC Theatre
in April.
.A ,sup er s h ow,
good attendance
_, and lovely
reception
to introduce
th e 1991-92 reci1>i e nt:s ! An d ,
it added
to the Fund sign,iflcantl.y
.
Come, if you can, on ,\pril 25 1 992 l !
The occasion
of the. retirement
of Professor
Eugene
H. Per-ry,
1'r o £e s sor of
Political
Science
.
His id!!a was for those
wishing
to -recognize
bi .s se rvice
to
R!C to make _gil;ts
tQ the Study
Abroad
1'und •- and tbey
did!
l'g r e co g,u. t;Jon o f
Gene .' s Canadian
links,
the Steering
~o=J -tte 'e recommended
that
a ny reci p ient
of
a Study
Abrc;a\f grant
to go to Canada wiH -,be designated
a s •The Eugep. e. H. F erry
Schl>lar~
.
A special
initial
recipient
SUl!Jlller, he fo .UI\d
mother
requested
Gifts
c.a111efrom
Scott .

food,

Foomder:$3,000 or more
Jeremy and Carolynne Shinn
Clarice and Ridgway Shinn
W1111er
Family Foundation, c/o Kathleen Wuie r

ee...tador: S1,000-2,"9
RIC Associales.c/o Dolores P.lssarelli

Frimd: $750-1,499
David and Kai~ Greene
William Hur,y
Eleanor md Richard McMahon
RIC Sialf AJlocialion. Gail Davis.Presidem
VIVian SaJdinha
Kathryn and Lawrence Sasso
Anrljil Singh
Mormanmd Lola Smith
Marion Wrigbi, Nonh Scituare, RI

PatlUII: $30&-749
Alcide Barnaby. Jr .
PamelaBeoson
Carole Bernardo
Rebeccaand ·Rene Bideaux
Margaret and Charles Bresnahan
Ma,y Louise Bresnahan and Robert McRae
Jolm and Marion Browning
Rohen E. Come,y

CatherineCoonor
Roger DeSilva

Diane DtM,ge1
C. Annelle Ducey
GeorgeEpple
Robin Flynn
Jolm and Judy Foley
Claire Giannam:>re

Joan Glazer
Mark Goldman
Jay W. Gossoer
Ma,y Alice Grellner
Garud

Guay

Arlyne Harrower
Ma,y Am Hawkes

Auutasia C . Hoffmann
Carl and Caley Jaclcson
Climoo Johnson. I.earning for Li.&:
Georgeand .Ellen Kellner
J. Stanley and Nancy Lemans
ICemechand Barbara Lewalsld
DomaandLou Loughe,y
Ma,y and David Lucas
Kathleen l.uioor
Patricia Lyons
Mam Fouodation. c/o R:ler Mam
Charles and Patricia Marzzacco
Me!ldilh McMuon
Joseph and F.dilh Menatd
Rolml and Ma,y Mergi:.ner
Paula and Toqy Milano
Judith and Ray Milcb,IJ
Carol an! Richan! Mumford
National Geographic Sociay
Lois Am Willaim Oeblkers
Patrick and Ma,y O' Regan
Thomas J. Pandolfini. Jr.
Armam Patrucco
Philip and Ellen !\,arson
Ga,y and Kale Penfield
Eup,m and Elaine Perry
Thomas and Tooil Ramsbey
Loois Raptakis
F.dmood and Ann Robinsoo

BarbaraR. Saez
Carmela Santoro
James Schaeter
Micliael Van Leesten
Kathleen Wimer

Spoaoor:$299or under
Emily Stier-Mier
William Aho
JaneP. Aldrich
Elizabe(h Alfano
Newlon Allen
~rAll en
Palla AI=

MarkAtderson
T. J . Amderson
Claire Amrews
Aiihropos, RIC, c/o Carolyn fluehr-Lobban
Liooel Archambault
Georgianna A rmitage
Dooald Babbitt

Judith Babcoclc

RIIYmond
Bacon

A raiey
wonde.rful

l!lemoriaL
0n a sadder
note,
a s many know,
Scott
Wes t o n, an
spend
a year
at the ~erican
Co lle g e in Ge nev a ,
Dur ing tbe
that
he was seriously
ill.
Upon his
d eath
in S eptember,
hi s
that
gifts
in h1.s memory be dir e cted
t o the S tudy Abtoad
Fund.
many person,s.
Vhat
a deeply
moving
and sensitive
t ri b ute
to

October
a fternoon
<1onv e rsations

• • wh e n ,an Intern
a ti o nal
- - .vid a dded fun ds !

P icnic

p r o vided.

You should
ktio'lr, dso , of
They wo rk hard
a t finding
the study J.brqa;'d Ft.ind.

th e dedicl!.tion
of membei;s
o f th e S te e r ·i.ng Cornniittee.
ways to &dd t9 111ohie s h e ld by th e RIC F o1,U1da"t:iqn -fq1;
·•
·
~'

Hy g r ea t t'hahk:< t o all
und e rgraduat.e,s
int o reality

who

hav e

h elp ed

t urn

this

dr e am

of iiline :for

.

P. Bader/M . L. Prince
Clieryl and David Balfour
Grace Banspach
Lois Bardsley-Sirois
Gail Barnaby
Anita Barro

Nancy Barr

Nancy Beach
Thomas and Dorie Bechtel
Virginia Belanger
Anhur Belisle
Elsie Bennett
Sara Benz
Janel Billson
Virginia Bill01ti-Garan
Cyiihia Boland
Nancy Bordeleau
Joanne Bouchard
David D. Boul'I)'
N. David Boui'I)'
Howard Boyaj
JanelBO)d
Virginia Bradley
Patricia Brennan
Earl Briden
Harriet Brisson

Kerri Brown
Susan Brown
Winifred Brownell
Lawrence Budrer
Alfred and Elisabelh Burns
Joann Burns
Kevin Burns
F.dwin Calouro
Martha and David Capaldi
Geraldine Carley
Graii Ca:rpenrer
David and Margaret Carroll
F.dward Casey. Jr.
Jolm Casey
Jolm and Alice Cassidy
Elaine Chaika

Raymond Gagner
Denise Gagnon
William C. Gaige
R:ler Geddes
Thomas Geddes
Richard Gehreobedc
Ghislaine Geloin
Louis Gelsomino
Nonnan:I Gendreau
Albert C. Geremia
Barry and Phyliss Gilben
James Gilcreast
Claude Gladu
Wilfred Godin
Jack and May Graii
He,wy and RIIh Green

Linda Green
Carol Guardo
Jeannette Guildfoid
JoanGumham
Roger Hall
Nancy and Norman Hallas
Sue Hamilton
Harris Hamiel<
George Hanmann
Marsha Healy-Co!J,n
Philip Hectt
Kathryn Hickey

Harold Hobson
George Hodgson

Otto Hoffer

Arvind Chaudha,y

Ann Hogan

Johanna Chlrico

Alice Hohler
Alberta Hopkins
Andrea Hopkins
Richard Hopkins
James Hooey
Patricia Houlihan

Calixtus Christian
Vinceru Cianci
Roger Clark
Loraine and Rohen Coker
Traudy Coli
Norman H . Cooke
Elizabelh Cooling
Richard Cooney
Halli Copur
Mary Corey
Muriel Cornell
Crist Costa
Dennis COSla
Denise Costello
Anne C01ter
Emmett J. Cctter
Donna Courno:,er
Donald and Rae Cousins
Sheila Creel:
Rohen and Marjorie Cress
w.tlter and Ma,y Cullen

SarahCurToOOCI
Henry D' Aloisia
lw DaSilva
Gail Davis
Joseph Davis
Jim Della Silw
Tullio DeRobbio
MollyDelRosso
Raymond Depaul!
Alilla and Ullru Dicle
Lucy DiSarro
Maureen Dolan
Donald and Frances Driscoll
Pauline Dyson
MarilynEaret
Paul Eldridge
Herman Eschenbacher
Marl: Estrin
Richard Farley
Ronald and Helen Felber
Edith feole
John finger
Donna Fishman
Mersine Florio
Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban (Political ADlhro. Class)
C.'arolynFluehr-Lobban and Richard Lobban
Vwcent and Anne Fonier

Agnes Fox
Etool Friedman
Joel f'uelBI
Ka1brineGabriel
Barbara Gadsby

Tl:eresa Howe
Mary Ball Howkins

Carol Hl)ciw-Wing
Joanne and Don Hulme
P. William HIIchinson and Jeri McElroy
Barbara James
Norman and Betty Jehan
Audria and William Jennings
Helen Jepson
Sandra Jee!
Alvin Jolmson
Allegra Jones
Jolm Jones
Raymom and Randi Joyce
Alerua Karim
Anita Kaufman
Majorie Keefe
Luanr,e w. Kemp
Dennis Knigbi
Merle Krueger
Joann LaBranche
Rohen Lafi,y
Paul Lamarre
Nicholas Lambroi
Claire Langlois
Nancy Langrall
Thomas Lanzi
George Lafour

David Lavigne
Charles Lawtoo
Edward M. LeBlood
Elena and Renato Leonelli
Thomas and Joan Lindeman

Sandy Levine
Dawn Lincoun
Jeanr,e Link

Lauren Loader
Marlene Lopes

Ma,y Loughrey

Lillian Louth
Barbara A . i..oYeridge
Ronald Lurgi o
Armand Lussier
Michael and Mary Luzzi
Hope and Joseph MacAndrew
GeorgeMacDonald
Ellen Madisoo
Elaine Maoor

go od

Rohen Mailloux
Thomas Maoocl:
Marie Marchand
Louis Marciaoo
Kathleen Marino
11,<erand Bollllie Marie,
Joan f . Marsella
Mih011Martell
Hope Maynard
Rohen and Aiionia McAdam
Diane McAleer
Candace McCall
Christine McCanliy
Philip and Elizabeth McClintock
Janies H. McCroskery
Edward McDermoll
Mary McGann
Arthur McKenna
Ann Mcuughlin
William McLoughlin
R'I)' McMahoo
Thomas McMaugh
Hector Medina for Dep<. of Modem Languages. RIC
Marie Meegan
Mattoow J. Meehan
Delores and Jerry Melaragno
VuginiaMello
Sieve Menaiian
Rose Merenda
Rondelle Merlino
Michele Mildner-Moiii
Leo Miller
Rohen A. Misener
Raj Mishra
Marjorie Mollar
Carol Moiieiro
HeiJi Moon
Peter and Marlin Moore
Keii Mooreliead/Surette Hutchinson
Am Mosko!
Patricia Mueller
Shirley Mulligan .
Jane Mwpl1)'
Kadtleen Murr'I)'
Dennis Najarian
Jolm Nazarian
Man\., and Louis Nielsen
Olga O'Brien
Thomas and Diane O'Brien
Janet O'Connor
Betty Ohlin
Richard Olmsred
Jeannine Olsoo
Meridith and Ken Orazi
Kimberly Orecchio
Joan Pagliuso
George and Marie Pamella!
Patricia Parish
Nellie Parker
Lar,y Parness
Richard Payne
Raymond Pepin
Catarina Perry
Jolm Peterson
Sheila Petrucci
Krista Pellersen
Thomas Pezzullo
Edmund Pistocco
Elaine Plumb
Louis Poli
Nancy Potter
Jeanr,e Au:lrey l'l,o,'llrs
Hal\ey Press
Natalie Price
Christop!J,r Pride
Kam lleneui Pride
Bernadette Puniello
Janel Querc«o
R:ler Quesnel
Matthew Quilmeyer
RIC History Chib, Christine Wille11,Presideii
Jan,es Racine
Domenica and R:ler Rampino
Noel Ramsbey
Maureen Reddy

Marjorie Ree...,.
Alice Reinhardt
Milc!J,ll Robbins
Patricia Rooney
Margaret Ross
Elizabeth ROlz
James and Pamela Rubavis
Barbara fl.inker Rliteoberg
Karen ~ ne
Bonnie Sabourin
Raymond Sabourin
Jolm Salesses
Rohen Salhany
TmaSannnanino
Albert Savage
Anne Schifmo
Barry Schiller
Marilyn Schwarner
Rohen Schwamer
Frank Sciacca
David Senerchia
Copeland Setchell
Bonnie Se\ellon
Richard Se\ey
Holly L . Shadoian
Pennie Shaw
Geraldine Shea
Rilgv.'l!YF. Shinn. Jr .
Deborah Siegel
F.dith Silva
RhondaSilva
Ramona Skelly
Peter Skiera
Anhur Smith
Claire Smith
Donald and Joyce Smith
Jolm J. Smith
Michael Staub
Navar Steed
Marjorie and Carl Stenberg
1<¥" Stevos
Rohen and Nina Steo.ard
Patricia Sullivan
F.dward Sylvestre
Rita Sylvestre
Russell and Jenifer Shinn Tait
Jane Tuylor
Elaine Temkin
To~ Tong
Daniel Thomas
David Thomas
Bradford Thompson
Bradford Thompson
David and Diane Thompson
Olive Tuotp
llyroo C. TillOlson
Genrude and Frank Tolier

Shelley Tragar
C. 'Therese Trudeau
Kathryn Upham
Richard ¼n Ger Meersch
Rohen Viens
Kalhleen Vredenburgh
Ew F. Wagner
Janel Walker
Frances w.tlsh
Jacqueline '\¼lsh
Denise 'l¼.rburton
S, Salman Wasti
Barbara S. Waterman
Sarah v.eiss
Angelina v.eller
David and Iris ""8tCOII
Marilyn v.esion
Gilda Wlikidci
Kathryn Wilkidci
Christine Willett
Ursula and Herben Winter
David Woolman

Chris W.,,;_,
Barbara W . Wrigu

BurrowsYounkin
Anne Zabala
Herben Zakrisoo
Roberta Zuchowski

lUC
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April 6-April 20

11

II

Thursday, April 9

11 a.m.-Physical

Sciences Department
Colloquium. Visit of industrial scientist
April 6 - April 15

Noon-A Roman Catholic Mass will be
offered daily during Lent in SU 304. For
further informatioo, contact the Chaplains' Office, 456-8168.
Monday, April 6
Noon to 1 p.m.-Alcoholics Anonymous
to meet in SU 305.
Group to meet in the
1 p.m.-Grief
Chaplains' Office, SU 300. This is a support group for those who have recently
lost a loved one.

8 p.m.-Reading. Writing Rhode Island:
Imaging the Landscape. Reading by John
Casey, novelist, in the SU Ballroom. Admissioo is free.

R. Jefferson Babbit, meeting with various
groups of students and faculty to be held
in CS 106. Free.

Thursday, April 16
International
Scene Lecture Series entitled 'The Survival of the Nation State in the 21st Century." Alexander Portnyagin, University of
Moscow, Institute of Political Linguistics,
to speak on the topic "Regional
Economic Cooperation in the Former
Soviet Union and Neighboring Countries" in the Alumni Lounge in Roberts
Hall. Free.
History Symposiwn.
2 p.m.-Annual
"Columbus 1492-Unanticipated Consequences'' in Gaige Hall auditorium. Free
and open to the public

12:30 to 2 p.m.-Lecture.

Friday, April 10

11 a.m.-Physical

Sciences Department
Colloquium. R. Jefferson Babbitt, Union
Camp Corp., to speak on the topic "Physics and the Paper Industry'' in CS 106.
Free.

m
Tuesday, April 7

11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.-Discussion.
Karen Baxter, managing director of the
Rites and Reason Theater, to lead a discussion of the play "Brown Silk and
Magenta Sunsets" in Craig-Lee 252 as
part of the Women's Studies Series,
"Gender, Race and Class: Toward a Multicultural Community." Free and open to
the public.

11

m

Friday, April 17

11 a.m.-Physical

Sciences Department
Colloquiwn. Professor James Coleman
American International College, to speak
on the topic 'The Physiological Limits of
Running" in CS 106. Free.

Monday, April 13
Noon to 1 p.m.-Alcoholics Anonymous
to meet in SU 305.
12:30 to 2 p.m.-Lecture. International
Scene Lecture Series entitled, 'The Survival of the Nation State in the 21st CentuJohn Esposito, professor of
ry.''
Religious Studies, College of the Holy
Cross, to speak on the topic 'Theocratic
Models: from Theocracy to Democracy in
the Middle East'' in the Alumni Lounge
in Roberts. Free.
Group to meet in the
1 p.m.-Grief
Chaplains' Office, SU 300. This is a support group for those who have recently
lost a loved one.

m
Monday, April 20
9 a.m.-Red Sox Game Trip. Red Sox vs.
Toronto Blue Jays. Game to begin at 11:05
a.m. and bus to leave SU Loop at 9 a.m.
Tickets $8 at SU Information Desk.

Noon to 1 p.m.-Alcohol
Wednesday, April 8

12:30 p.m.-Lenten Workshop. "Caring
for Prisoners" to be given by John Miller,
chaplain from the ACI, in the Chaplains'
Office, SU 300. For further information,
contact the Chaplains' Office, 456-8168.
Colloquium. Kristi
1 p.m.-Biology
Wharton, the Division of Biology and
Medicine at Brown University, to speak
on the topic "The Role of 1GFB Like
Genes in Drosophila Development."
Event to take place in FLS 209. Free.
1 p.m.-Chamber

Music Series. "Har-

moniemusik, '' a chamber wind ensemble
composed of two oboes, two clarinets,
two horns, two bassoons, and a contrabase, to be presented in Roberts Recital
Hall 138. Free.
9 p.m.-Film. RIC Student Film Society
to present the film 'Wild Strawberries"
in the SU Ballroom. Admission $2 or $1
with RIC ID.

m
Wednesday, April 15
1 p.m.-Chamber Music Series. "Sinfonia Camerata" with works by Corelli,
Mozart, Beethoven and Bach to be presented in Roberts Recital Hall 138. Free.
8 p.m.-Reading. Writing Rhode Island:
Imaging the Landscape. Reading by Ann
Hood in the Faculty Center. Admission is
free.
9 p.m.-Film. RIC Student Film Society
to present the film ''Truth or Dare" in the
SU Ballroom. Admission is $2 or $1 with
RIC ID.

Anonymous to

meet in SU 305.
12:30 to 2 p.m.-Lecture. International
Scene Lecture Series entitled 'The Survival of the Nation State in the 21st Century. " Faculty panel to speak on the topic
''Teaching the Future, Including the
Future of the Nation State in the World"
in Alumni Lounge in Roberts. Participants: David Thomas, history department; Halil Copur, Economics and
Management; Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban,
Anthropology; Kenneth Lewalski, pro-'.
fessor emeritus.
1 p.m.-Grief Group to meet in the
Chaplains' Office, SU 300. This is a grief
group for those who have recently lost a
loved one.

9 p.m.-The Smithereens with special
guest Tom Cochrane to perform in
Dooovan Dining Center. Tickets are $5
with RIC ID or $10 without, and are
available at the SU Information Desk.

Sports Events
Monday, April 6
Softball. RIC vs. US
Coast Guard Academy. Home.
Tuesday, April 7
3 p.m.-Baseball. RIC vs. Worcester
State College. Home.
3:30 p.m.-Men 's Tennis. RIC vs. Salve
Regina University. Home.
Thursday, April 9
RIC vs. Westfield
3 p.m.-Baseball.
State College. Away.
3 p.m.-Women 's Soft/Jail. RIC vs.
Bridgewater State College. Home.
3:30 p.m.-Men 's Tennis. RIC vs. Salem
State College. Home.
Saturday, April 11
11 a.m.-Women 's Track & Field. University of Massachusetts- Dartmouth Invitational.
1 p.m.- Ubmen's Softball. RIC vs.
University of Massachusetts-Boston.
Away.
1 p.m.-Base!Jall. RIC vs. Roger Williams College. Away.
1 p.m.-Men 's Tennis. RIC vs. University of Massachusetts-Boston. Home.
TBA-Men's Track & Field. RIC vs. University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth.
Away.
Sunday, April 12
1 p.m.-Baseball. RIC vs. Plymouth
State College. Away.
Monday, April 13
3 p.m.- "Rbmen's SoftlJalL RIC vs. Eastern Connecticut State University. Away.
Tuesday, April 14
3 p.m.-Baseball. RIC vs. Salve Regina
University. Away.
3:30 p.m.-Men 's Tennis. RIC vs.
Bridgewater State College. Home.
Wednesday, April 15
3 p.m.-Women 's Soft/Jail. RIC vs.
Bryant College. Home.

4 p.m.-Women's

Thursday, April 16
2 p.m.-Men 's Tennis. RIC vs. Suffolk
University. Home.
3:30 p.m.-Men 's Track & Field. RIC
vs. Boston College. Away.
RIC vs. Salem
3:30 p.m.-Baseball.
State College. Home.
Friday, April 17
2:30 p.m.- "Rbmen's Softball. RIC vs.
University of Southern Maine. Away.
3 p.m.-Baseball. RIC vs. Eastern Connecticut State University. Away.
Saturday, April 18
11 a.m.-Ubmen 's Track & Field. RIC
vs. Bridgewater State College. Away.
1 p.m.-Men 's Track & Field. RIC vs.
Bridgewater State College. Away.
TBA-Men's Tennis. RlC vs. Plymouth
State College. Little East Tournament.
Away.

Monday, April 20
3:30 p.m.-Men 's Tennis. RIC
Wheaton College. Away.

vs.

